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About Us

Xiamen All Carbon Corporation (ACC)

was established in 2005 that devotes itself

to the top connection of CUSTOMER TO

MANUFACTORY for global market. We

serve to select the top-class Chinese

manufacturers, help to monitor the

production process and ensure product

quality for clients. By offering various

transportation modes, saving transaction

costs, we provide top quality products at

reasonable price and special

CUSTOMIZED SERVICES.

Currently our service scope includes:

Building Material Additives, Purification,

Filtration & Adsorption Materials and

Silicon Materials.etc.

ACC Advantages

 ACC manufacturers are the top class within the

industry, they are the suppliers for main clients and

Fortune Global 500 in the related ares.

 ACC manufacturers own strong ability in R & D

and customization, we can offer comprehensive

solutions.

 We integrate different varieties of manufacturers

within the industry to ensure one-stop service under

ACC platform for various demands from customers.

 Double quality monitoring from both manufacturer

side and ACC side, to ensure product quality.

 With adequate logistics system, we can offer

different types of logistics services.
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For Construction For Refractory For Fertilizer

APPLICATION & SPECIFICATION

With high pozzolanic
activity index, high
comprehensive strength
and low LOI, ACC
microsilica can be well-
performed in
construction application,
which can improve the
bond strength and
abrasion resistance,
reduce permeability, and
protect reinforcing steel
from corrosion.

G85D G92D G95D
G85U G92U G95U

ACC undensified
microsilica can be well
used in the refractory
application. It can
improve the fluidity of
refractory casting
materials, reduce water
consumption, improve
the compactness,
temperature strength and
thermal shock
resistance.

G94U G96U

ACC microsilica can
also be well-performed
in fertilizer, it can be
used as moisture
absorption, anti-caking
agent, and pellet binding
agent.etc.

G85U

ACC ZSF Grade is a by-
product of zirconia, it
has excellent features
such as whiteness, high
SiO2 content, fine
granularity, large surface
area and good fluidity to
enhance the wear
resistance, durability and
reinforcement
performance in the fields
of injection materials,
cement and concrete,
refractory, ceramics and
electronic materials.

ZSF 94 ZSF96

White/ Zirconia
Silica Fume
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Package & Transportation & Storage

Packaging

ACC microsilica is supplied in a range
of packagings:
 Jumbo bag with PE liner which

conforms to GB/T10454 and EN
ISO 21898 with uv-proof function
and anti-aging character.

 20kg/25kg plastic woven bag with
PE liner;

 10kg/12kg water-soluble paper
bag.

Transportation

ACC sets up thousands square meters
of warehouses in main ports of China
and provides integral solutions of
transportation for customers:

 Containerized Shipment
 Break-Bulk shipment

Note: There are break bulk vessels to
main ports of middle east (say Jebel
Ali, Hamad, Kuwait.etc) every month.

Storage Cautions:

 Store under dry and clean conditions,
ventilation is required;

 Avoid direct sunlight and damped area;
 Avoid contact with excessive heat, sparks or

open flame;
 Please contact us for further information.
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ACC Microsilica Buyer’s Guide

1. What is the lead time?

 For ACC Standard Package Bag:
Shipment will be effected within 15-20
working days upon order confirmation.

 For Customized Package Bag:
Shipment will be effected within 20-25
working days upon order confirmation.

2. How to track your order ?

ACCwill send with shipping advice and
inform you the shipping details once
vessel confirmed.
We track the cargo all the way until your safe
receipt at the port of discharge.
We shall inform you one week in advance
before shipment arrives.
You can also track the cargo by following
options:

A. Please visit our website
www.allcarbon.com.cn then enter with the
user name & password (offered by ACC) for
prompt tracking.
B. You can also visit shipping line’s website
and enter with Bill of Lading No. or container
No. For immediate tracking.
C. The shipping agent at the port of discharge
is available for any information about the
shipment status.

3. Settlements, Shipping documents
and Quality report

ADVISING BANK: BANK OF CHINA XIAMEN
BRANCH
SWIFT CODE: BKCHCNBJ73A
BENEFICIARY NAME: XIAMEN ALL CARBON
CORPORATION
BENEFICIARY ADDRESS: Unit G 10/F, Zhenhaoge
Building, Guomao Golden Coast, No.99 Lujiang Road,
Xiamen, China, 361001
BENEFICIARY A/C NO: 407858390973

For telegraphic transfer (T/T), please remit the amount
of invoice to our subsidiary company:

General Materials Co.,Ltd

ADVISING BANK: HSBC HONG KONG
SWIFT CODE: HSBCHKHHHKH
BENEFICIARY NAME: GENERAL MATERIALS
CO., LIMITED
BENEFICIARY ADDRESS: 1 QUEEN`S ROAD
CENTRAL,HONGKONG
BENEFICIARY A/C NO: 801-044074-838

For L/C establishment, the advising bank
information:

 How to complete settlements ?
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4. How to claim for dispute resolution ?

1) ACCwill do quality tests by
ourselves and provide with
Certificate of Analysis in the name
of ACC;

2) ACC can also do third party tests
such as SGS.etc, but the test charge
will be on the customer side and the
costs depend on the technical data
being requested for test.

 How to request Quality report ?

 How to get shipping documents ?

1) Under T/T payment terms: Original
shipping documents will be sent to
buyer by UPS or DHL courier within 3
working days on receipt of payment.

2) Under L/C payment terms: Our
negotiating bank (Bank of China
Xiamen Branch) will deliver the shipping
documents to your bank in due day.

1) In the event of any dispute or difference of
opinions, we shall settle through friendly
consultation and strive to achieve the benefit
maximization of the clients.

2) If no settlements can be reached through
friendly negotiation, the case shall then be
submitted to the Foreign Trade Arbitration
Commission of The China Council for the
promotion of International Trade, Beijing , for
settlement by arbitration in accordance with
the Commission’s Provisional Rules of
Procedure.

3) For Quality/Quantity/Weight Discrepancy
and Claim: please refer to Clause 12 in ACC
Sales Contract.

★ACC Vision & Mission
ACC vision is to help achieving customers’
success, so as to develop ourselves.
We stand on the customers’ perspective,
to meet clients’ individual requirements and
protect their interests.

ACC mission is to Meet the Demands, Build
Trust, Streamline Transactions and Make
Business Easy.
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FAQ--Color Issue

Microsilica FAQ & Tips

 Why there will be color difference
for microsilica ?

1. Microsilica is a by-product,
color changes based on different
production line. Ferrosilicon
production makes microsilica
with lighter color, while silicon
metal production makes darker
color;

2. Different reductant also
cause influence. By coal, color
will be darker; by wood
charcoal, color will be lighter;

3. Different production period
also makes difference. Products
at early stage will be much
darker in color, it becomes
lighter and stable gradually;

4. There will also be color
difference in different time
during a day.

 How to avoid color difference
in purchase process?

A. For small batch of shipment, we
ensure the same color; for big batch
of shipment, we try to make sure
similar color;

B. Try to place the order as early as
possible in case you have specific
requirement on color, so that we can
have more preparation time to meet
color request;

C. In case you have special color
requirement, we can confirm a color
sample together, ACC will arrange
for color-matching goods; If unable
to meet, we’ll confirm with you
before delivery.

TIPS:
 Bulk density: There is no technical data

difference on densified and undensified
microsilica. Densify process is to save shipping
freight. Normally densified microsilica is used
in construction filed, while undensified
microsilica is usually used in shotcrete and
refractory applications.

 PH: PH value depends on the different
production line. Microsilica collected from
ferrosilicon production process will have
higher PH at around 6; while silicon metal
production collected microsilica will be with
lower PH at about 2-3.
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ACC Contact Information

Any questions please contact us by hot-line +86-592-2278129

or email us to info@allcarbon.com.cn

For shipping plan or documents, contact Ms Shirley <shirley@allcarbon.com.cn>;

For commercial issue or order arrangement, contact your business manager directly:

Ms Dorothy <dorothy@allcarbon.com.cn>

Mr Vincent <vincent@allcarbon.com.cn>

Ms Tina <tina@allcarbon.com.cn>

Or you can directly email to our senior management at ceo.office@allcarbon.com.cn

Thank you again for choosing ACC as your business partner. As always, customer service is our top
priority. We appreciate your support and look forward to serving you even better in the years to come.
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